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Welcome
Life skills are something of a buzz word not only in education, it is also 
the focus of discussion across a range of industries around the world. Life 
skills have been defined by the World Health Organization  as “abilities for 
adaptive and positive behaviour that enable individuals to deal effectively 
with the demands and challenges of everyday life”.
Over the coming year Macmillan will be providing weekly tips for developing 
life skills with your class. We will also have a free monthly article/infographic 
(providing discussion opportunities), activities, quizzes, video interviews, 
webinars and much more. From primary to adult courses, grammar skills to 
business English we have courses that include a specific focus on life skills as well as delivering 
engaging English language learning content. This booklet presents some key authors’ ideas on life 
skills and how these relate to specific types of student. We have included a few sample activities 
which highlight a specific life skill as a sample of things to come.

We hope you’ll join us over the coming months to learn more and use the ideas to help your 
students succeed.

 “Education today is much more about ways 
of thinking which involve creative and critical 
approaches to problem-solving and  
decision-making. 
It is also about ways of working, including 
communication and collaboration, as well as 
the tools they require, such as the capacity 
to recognise and exploit the potential of new 
technologies, or indeed, to avert their risks. 
And last but not least, education is about the 
capacity to live in a multi-faceted world as an 
active and engaged citizen.”

So what are life skills?
A definitive list is something educators, governments and employers continue to discuss. But no matter 
if you call them life skills, 21st century skills, soft skills, etc. students who are able to understand and 
use these skills, along with their educational qualifications, will be better placed to take advantage of 
educational and employment opportunities.

Dr. Spencer Kagan is an internationally acclaimed researcher, presenter and author of over 100 books, 
chapters, and scientific journal articles. He is a former clinical psychologist and full-time Professor of 
Psychology and Education at the University of California. He is the principal author of the single most 
comprehensive book for educators in each of the four fields: cooperative learning, multiple intelligences, 
classroom discipline, and classroom energizers. His instructional strategies are used in teacher training 
institutes in many countries. Dr. Kagan provides workshops and keynote speeches in over 30 countries and his 
books are translated into many languages. Dr. Kagan developed the concept of structures; his popular brain-
based, cooperative learning and multiple intelligences structures like Numbered Heads Together and Timed 
Pair Share are used in classrooms world-wide. Dr. Kagan has been featured in the leading 
educational magazines including Educational Leadership, Instructor, Learning Magazine, and 
Video Journal. 

1   Andreas Schleicher, OECD Education Directorate (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development)
2   Addressing the Life Skills crisis, Dr. Spencer Kagan, Win-Win Discipline: Strategies for All Discipline Problems (St. Clemente, CA: Kagan Publishing, 2004)

Addressing the life skills crisis
by Dr. Spencer Kagan 
We face a life skills crisis. This 
crisis can be conceptualized 
as a catastrophic imbalance 
between supply and demand. 
Much is being made 
these days of the need to to 
boost academic achievement. 
In reality, though, in terms of 
importance, the need to boost 
academic achievement runs a distant second to 
the need to boost life skills. For the happiness and 
success of our students and the productiveness and 
success of our society, as educators we need to 
admit, face and address the life skills crisis.

Thinking skills
Creativity/imagination
Problem solving
Decision making
Self knowledge
Critical thinking
Accessing and analysing information

Working skills
Communication/collaboration/
Cooperation
People Management
Time management
Organisation
Negotiating
Leading by influence

Learning skills
ICT
Agility and adaptability
Receiving and giving feedback
Handling criticism
Innovation/exploration
Learner autonomy

Social skills
Citizenship
Social responsibility
Cultural awareness
Social development
Respecting diversity
Networking
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5   Meeting of the OECD Council at Ministerial Level, Paris 2012, Executive Summary, page 9
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“The work world has changed so 
that social skills are at a premium. 
Over 70% of jobs today involve 
membership of a team… Increased 
technology in the workplace is 
associated with interdependence 
…teams cooperate with teams. In 
today’s world teamwork skills are 
employability skills.” 

“I can guarantee the job I hire someone to 
do will change or may not exist in the future, 
so this is why adaptability and learning skills 
are more important than technical skills.”

The dramatic changes in global economies  
over the past five years have been matched with 
the transformation in technology and these are all 
impacting on education, the workplace and our 
home life.

To cope with the increasing pace 
and change of modern life, students 
need new life skills such as the ability 
to deal with stress and frustration. 
Today’s students will have many new 
jobs over the course of their lives, 
with associated pressures and the 
need for flexibility. As medical science advances, 
homelife and the community will place additional 
demands on future generations. Those who are 
‘youngsters’ today will be called on to care for more 
elderly citizens. Kindness, compassion, and care 
giving skills will be in demand. As mobility increases, 
society will be more and more hetrogeneous, 
so tolerance and diversity skills also will be at a 
premium.

What can we do as teachers?
There are a number of educational frameworks 
that advocate life skills curricula to address the 
socialisation void. Each has a unique focus and 
addresses a subset of what a comprehensive 
curriculum needs to incorporate. No one framework 
is completely comprehensive and, of course, no two 
class/teacher/student are identical.

Emotional intelligence and 
character development
Development of emotional intelligence and 
the development of character virtues are very 
closely linked. An advantage for educators of the 
character educational approach over the emotional 
intelligence approach to life skills is that the 
character virtues are concrete and specific and more 
easily translated into teachable, learnable curricula. It 
is much easier to deal with “empathy”, “cooperation”, 
or “fairness” as discrete, teachable values.

Rather than teaching lessons on virtues a teacher 
can choose instructional strategies that include 
virtues as an embedded curriculum topic, so no 
time is taken from academic content; the virtues are 
acquired as the teacher delivers regular academic 
content.

Helping students to gain life skills therefore isn’t 
about developing a new curriculum, it’s about 
teaching the same content but structuring and 
incorporating opportunities for students to develop 
life skills into the organisation of the class.

For younger students the teacher has a much 
greater influence on the classroom environment. 
Often there will be an agreed set of class rules 
– ‘Clean up you work space’; ‘Put up your hand 
to answer a question’ etc. There are also many 
opportunities where life skills can be included as 
part of a group activity, for example if students are 
working on a floor puzzle, they can be guided to 
take turns and to understand that as a group they all 
need to share their pieces and all finish for the group 
to be successful. They’ll need to communicate 
and give other students an opportunity to put 
their pieces into the puzzle to complete it. For this 
activity, how long it takes is not as important as 
how well the group work together (see page 4 for 
primary ideas).

From secondary level onwards it becomes harder 
for the teacher to enforce rules in the same way, 
especially if the students don’t understand the 
reasons or implications for ‘the rules’. Often we 
have lesson aims, but we can get students involved 
in thinking about what they want to achieve in the 
week/term/year; or take responsibility for how much 
they get out of this lesson/term/school. This gives 
students an opportunity to think about prioritising, 
goal setting and possibly time management. Some 
of the key life skills students can develop at this 
age include learner autonomy, critical thinking, 
time management and social development. 
No matter whether they are going on to higher 
education, taking a gap year and travelling or into 
the workplace, these skills will help them advance 
beyond the school environment and  may be the last 
opportunity some have to acquire these skills (see 
page 5 for secondary ideas).

Once out of school, either going into further 
education or employment, an even greater need 
is presented for adults to access and analyse 
information, solve problems and make decisions. 
Those who are able to use their initiative, 
have integrity, show good judgment, fairness, 
understanding and cooperation will find these skills 
also recognised by many employers. Equally, as 
adults we seek to develop ourselves personally by 
recognising our own strengths and building on these 
and by understanding our weaknesses and how we 
handle these (see pages 8-14 for adult ideas).

“ Preparing young people for their entry 
into the labour market with up-front 
education and training is only one facet 
of skills development; working-age adults 
also need to develop their skills so that 
they can progress in their careers, meet the 
changing demands of the labour market 
and don’t lose the skills they have already 
acquired.”

Where can I find more ideas  
and activities on life skills?
Over the coming year Macmillan will be providing 
weekly tips for developing life skills with your 
class. We will also have a free monthly infographic 
(providing discussion opportunities), activities, 
quizzes, video interviews, webinars and much more. 

Life skills have been defined by the WHO      as 
“abilities for adaptive and positive behaviour that 
enable individuals to deal effectively with the 
demands and challenges of everyday life”.
Already many teachers, schools, governments 
and organisations are looking to develop stronger 
life skills in their students. We hope you will be 
interested to learn more and use these ideas to help 
your students succeed.

Are life skills really important?
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How do I include life skills in my class?
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by Jeanne Perrett
For our very young 
learners, life skills fall into 
two categories: learning 
about acceptable and 
good behaviour and 
learning to become 
independent and 
responsible. In Learning 
Stars, we encourage 
our little ones to think 
about such things as being kind to their 
friends, playing nicely, keeping their 
classroom tidy and taking turns and also 
to do things like remembering to wash 
their hands before they eat, getting ready 
by themselves when they go out with 
their family, wearing their seat belt and 
knowing when it is their bedtime. 

We fl ag these skills and values with actual 
statements in the books and back them 
up by showing good behaviour and 
responsibility in the stories and activities. 
Of course we do all of this with a smile; 
humour is very important when it comes 
to encouraging such life skills in very 
young children and characters getting 
things wrong sometimes shows them that 
it is okay to make mistakes too.

 

Jeanne Perrett has a BA Hons in 
English Literature from the University 
of Sussex and a TEFL diploma from 
International House, London. She has 
taught EFL for over 25 years and is the 
author of several international course 
books and novels for young children. 
Jeanne lives in Greece with her husband 
and their four children.
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Life skills in Learning Stars In and beyond the classroom

4 5

Rebecca Robb Benne
I’ve always been interested in the fact that when you 
learn a language you don’t only learn how to speak a 
language, you learn a lot about yourself; about who 
you are and what your values and opinions are. This is 
particularly true of teenagers, of course, who are trying 
to establish their identity in relation to their peers, as 
well as learning to become independent in the wider 
world. In our secondary course Beyond, we’ve therefore 
integrated a comprehensive syllabus of ‘life skills’ or 
‘21st century skills’ into language learning.  
As teachers we’ve all taught many of these skills 
implicitly in our lessons, but in life skills teaching in 
Beyond we focus explicitly on a particular skill relevant 
to teenagers’ lives. Let’s take, for example, empathy and 
how students can learn to consider the needs of their 
classmates – and by extension friends, family and future 
colleagues. In Beyond A2+ we ask students to think 
about the dietary requirements of their fellow students, 
using the familiar context of planning an end of term 
party. Students look at scenarios and do a practical task. 
They then refl ect on what they learned from this phase 
and apply their new awareness  to another context – 
in this particular case, creating a music playlist for the 
party which takes into account everybody’s preferences. 
When teaching these lessons, it’s important to establish 
a supportive and respectful classroom atmosphere. 
You’ll already be at pains to do this as part of your 
normal teaching but it’s good to remember that life 
skills’ topics are personal ones and that students should 
never feel uncomfortable in any way. 

Rebecca Robb Benne is co-author 
(with Lindsay Clandfi eld) of the Intermediate and Upper-
intermediate levels of Macmillan’s new adult course 
Global, and co-author (with Jon Hird) of the Advanced 
level of the modular course Move. She has also written 
various other courses and resource materials for 
teenagers.
Rebecca has been involved in language teaching at all 
levels for twenty years as a teacher, editor and writer. 
She holds a BSc and PGCE in French and German, and 
an MSc in Applied Linguistics, and has taught English, 
French and German in the UK, Germany and Denmark. 
Her main interests, are materials and course design, 
cultural awareness and motivation.
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by Steve Taylore-Knowles

What is English language education for?

I know that’s a huge question, and one that has 
many valid and interesting answers. But surely 
part of the answer must be that education should 
prepare our students for the future, whether that 
involves going on to further study, joining the 
world of work or becoming an engaged member of 
society. Education is a process that enables students 
to take their place in society as effective learners, as 
effective professionals and as effective citizens. And 
English language education enables our students to 
do it in English.

There is often, though, a mismatch between what 
students acquire in the classroom and the demands 
placed on them outside the classroom. Take the 
world of work. In a recent survey in the UK, carried 
out by the research company YouGov, fewer than 
one in five employers thought that all or most 
graduates were ‘work-ready’. The overwhelming 
majority of companies said that graduates lacked 
key employability skills, such as teamwork skills, 
communication skills and the ability to cope under 
pressure. In another recent survey, two-thirds of 
company bosses said that graduates don’t know 
how to handle customers professionally, while 
half of them said that graduates were incapable 
of working independently. If one of the purposes 
of education is to prepare people for the world of 
work, it seems we’re not achieving that purpose 
particularly well.

Far too often, we’ve sold our students short. We’ve 
given them a decent grasp of English grammar. 
We’ve given them a reasonably broad vocabulary. 
And we’ve trained them to jump through the 
various hoops that examining boards put before 
them. And then we’ve cast them adrift in the wider 
world without once considering the kind of flexible, 
transferable skills they need to really take advantage 
of the language they’ve acquired.

We all know that the world is changing fast. What 
we think we can take for granted one moment 
has completely changed the next. None of us can 
predict with confidence what any given aspect of 
life or work will look like in five or ten years’ time, let 
alone decades down the line, when our students will 
still be part of the workforce. How can we possibly 
prepare them for the constant challenges that lie 
ahead?

We need to equip our students with the kind of skills 
that will enable them to meet those challenges. 
These are skills that you, as a successful, effective 
professional, probably use every day without 
too much thought. You go into a meeting and 
put forward your point of view while listening 
and absorbing the views of your colleagues. You 
organise your workload and manage your time by 
prioritising what’s important. You make decisions, 
solve problems and communicate with others. And 
you use the same skills in many different aspects 
of your life. Your critical thinking skills, for example, 
are important whether you’re analysing something 
you’re studying, or considering a problem at work or 

Steve Taylore-Knowles 
Steve has spent almost two decades in ELT as 
a writer, a trainer, an examiner and a teacher. 
He has written a number of successful 
courses for teenagers and young adults, 
including openMind (Macmillan, 2010) and 
masterMind (Macmillan, 2011), which include 
life skills as an integral part of the course. He 
regularly speaks at events throughout the 
world on various aspects of English language 
teaching and learning. Steve is now based in 
his native county of Lancashire in the north 
of England, where he lives with wife Jo and 
young daughter Scout. 
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Life skills: what they are and why 
we need to teach them

thinking about an issue that affects your community. 
In your academic, professional and social lives, you 
use a number of transferable skills, and it’s those life 
skills that we need to pass on to our students.

Why do we English teachers have a particular 
responsibility when it comes to life skills? First 
of all, many of the skills we’re talking about are 
communication skills, such as persuading others, 
reaching a compromise or being a good team 
member. Our aim as English teachers should be to 
develop our students’ communication skills, beyond 
filling them with words and rules. Secondly, our 
students need to learn the precise ways in which 
we perform certain functions in English. For many 
life skills, there are particular forms of expression 
in English that need to be learned. For the life skill 
of being assertive, for example, you need to learn 
how to say ‘no’ politely but firmly without giving 
offence. How we do that in English is bound to be 
different from the appropriate forms in a student’s 
first language.

So what do we need to do about it? We need to 
realise how important these skills are. We need to 
integrate work on life skills into our teaching, so that 
rather than being seen as an optional extra, or even 
being neglected entirely, they become the central 
thread of what we do. Our aim should always be 
to tie our language work into work on life skills, to 
activate our students language in ways that develop 
those skills and to help our students get ready for 
the constantly changing world that awaits them. 
If we can help our students develop a range of 
life skills in English, then they’ll come to see that 
language is indeed a life skill.
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by Steve Taylore-Knowles
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Activity aims
• Understand the criteria
• List the options
• Order the options according to the criteria

D.  Write a short response to Danny

Thinking and problem-solving: 
establishing priorities

A.  You see this comment about your city on a 
website. Read the comment and answer the questions.

B.  Work in pairs. In your notebook, make a list of the main 
attractions in your city. Write down as many as you can. 
Then write the cost and the time you need to visit each one.

C.  Think about organising your options from Exercise B. 
Complete this Top 5 Things to Do! list for Danny with your 
partner. Decide why you think Danny should see or do these 
things…

Function globally:
negotiation
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by Dr Sara Hannam 
At the centre of the learning philosophy in many 
English speaking universities is the idea that 
academic thinking requires balanced judgement 
reached through exploring multiple points of view. 
It is believed that a simplistic right/wrong approach 
is limiting and listening to alternatives is likely to 
lead to a better outcome. This more complex 
way of considering issues is often referred to as 
critical thinking, a term that is used widely in further 
and higher education. There are many diff erent 
interpretations of what this may mean but a useful 
defi nition is the idea of looking at issues from a 
number of perspectives.

Using our critical mind is an ongoing process which 
continues throughout our lives. We all have biases 
(areas of thinking where we have a ‘blind spot’). 
Therefore, critical thinking is about becoming aware 
of our biases and challenging our own thinking. 
Another widely held misconception is the fact that 
the term ‘critical’ is often seen in its negative sense 
rather than as an opportunity to explore issues more 
thoroughly, thereby bringing about more informed 
viewpoints.

At a very basic level, critical thinking is the act of 
questioning information by asking where it comes 
from, who has said/written it, what their motivation 
was for doing so and what world view it represents. 
World view means the ideas that underpin each 
person’s understanding of how people and 
relationships interconnect. A simple example of this 
would be when a person says ‘I think
everyone benefi ts from some competition in their 
workplace’, expressing a view that demonstrates that 
they believe competition to be positive for everyone. 
Although this might be seen as common sense by 
many people there is another view which is that 
in fact some people work more eff ectively when 
they are part of a collaborative team which works 
together to achieve a shared goal.

At university level, it is hoped that students are able 
to notice these biases in the writing and speaking 
of others, as well as consulting expert opinion and 
research in the formation of their own ideas. It is 
also hoped they will learn to spot inferred as well 
as literal meaning. This demonstrates they are able 

to exercise critical judgment. Whenever you are 
working with a spoken or written text, try to help 
your students notice biases and read between the 
lines. When they are in discussion with each other, 
try to help them become more self-aware about 
their own viewpoints in relation to those around 
them.

At a deeper level, there is another stage of critical 
thinking which relates to how students process 
the information they have unpacked. If students 
are looking at a text about global warming, they 
may have discussed it and agreed there is a need 
for action in the interests of protecting future 
generations. The lesson might end at that point…

• Alternatively opportunities could be provided to 
consider what can actually be done to remedy 
the situation. Much critical thinking focuses on 
revealing other perspectives and ways of viewing 
issues that lie behind a common sense view of 
the world. As a teacher, it is important to allow 
students to explore the area of responsibility (i.e. 
in the case of global warming, who is to blame? Is 
it larger organisations that generate pollution on a 
mass scale or the individual in their home? Are they 
equally responsible?).

• It is also important to consider agency (i.e. what is 
the solution to this problem and what can people 
do?). The second area may bring up discussions 
about who has control and power in our world. 
Bearing in mind your specifi c teaching context, the 
development of critical thinking skills needs to tackle 
issues relating to who has access to decision making 
and the way resources are distributed.

Developing critical thinking skills takes time 
and patience – a little and often approach will 
undoubtedly help bring these important skills to life 
in your classroom.

Put your students in the position 
of decision makers (through role play 
or discussion) to help them really grasp 
the diff erent perspectives embedded in the 
complexity around them. For example, in 
the case of the global warming situation, a 
big business may be prepared to sacrifi ce 
environmental protection in the pursuit of 
profi table production. At the same time, 
they may be under increasing pressure to 
meet internationally-agreed environmental 
directives to slow down production and 
make it more environmentally friendly. An 
environmental analyst may see this sacrifi ce 
as a negation of responsibility, whereas the 
big business will see this as survival. Politicians 
may feel that they are powerless to demand 
change from big business as they require their 
support in other areas of policy. The individual 
may wish to seek to change this situation to 
protect our future, but may wonder where to 
begin, so may form a campaign which then 
puts pressure on big business. And so the 
cycle continues…

Role playing the various positions in 
class can help to tease out these diff erences 
but some teachers may be fearful of asking 
students to take this step. However, a critical 
classroom should not be teacher led but 
student centred. The teacher should facilitate 
student thinking by asking the right questions 
rather than taking a strong position that may 
make some students feel uncomfortable. It 
may be the fi rst time some of your students 
have been in a classroom discussion like this. 
Encouraging disagreement in a supportive 
and cooperative atmosphere is at the heart 
of what a university setting will eventually 
off er them. As teachers, we can always fi nd 
a way to introduce critical thinking moments 
into our classroom by using the resources 
around us, such as reading and listening texts, 
and connecting them with outside events. 
University requires students to make those 
connections and to read widely to explore 
important issues further. 

Dr Sara Hannam is the Deputy Academic 
Director of Pathways English at Oxford 
Brookes University. Sara has extensive 
experience of teaching and designing 
materials at all level of EAP provision, and 
is particularly interested in bringing critical 
pedagogy and practice into university EAP 
teaching in concrete and accessible ways.
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 • Infl uencing Sideways  With more and more 
international projects requiring (virtual) teamwork 
these days, the ability to infl uence your peers has 
become considerably more important too. The 
world’s leading expert on infl uence, Robert Cialdini, 
lists six main factors which promote compliance: 
liking, reciprocation, consistency, social proof, 
authority and scarcity. Of these the fi rst three are 
perhaps most relevant to persuading your peers. 
First, liking – naturally a colleague you get on well 
with is more likely to agree to do what you want. 
This underlines the importance of relationship-
building at work. And, if you’ve done a favour for 
them in the past (or off er to do one in the future), 
they are, of course, going to be much more 
prepared to reciprocate. Interestingly, research has 
demonstrated that the size of the favour you do is 
not so important. If you’ve done even a small favour 
for someone, they are still much more likely to do 

• Infl uencing Downwards  In hierarchical 
corporate cultures (and national cultures as diff erent 
as those of China and France) there tends to be 
a command-and-control style of management, 
which makes subordinates quite willing to carry out 
directives from above. Nevertheless, as companies 
become more globalised and workforces more 
diverse, you will generally fi nd those who report to 
you would rather be motivated to act than dictated 
to. And this is always true in more egalitarian 
and individualistic cultures. Varying the tasks you 
delegate is one way of keeping motivation high. So 
is emphasising the importance of the task itself and 
the learning opportunity it presents. In organisations 
where initiative is valued (and that’s most of them 
these days) allow your team a certain amount of 
fl exibility in the way they follow your instructions 
and don’t be slow to off er encouragement, support 
and praise for a job well done. And, except in 
cultures where people have a large ‘space bubble’, 
don’t underestimate the persuasive power of brief 
physical contact. Studies have shown that even 
a touch on the shoulder lasting just 1/40th of a 
second signifi cantly increases someone’s willingness 
to comply with your wishes.

by Mark Powell
The secrets of how to 
command attention, 
change minds and 
infl uence others have 
always been amongst the 
most important life skills 
– especially for those in 
the business community. 
Dale Carnegie’s How 
to Win Friends and 
Infl uence People, 
published way back in 
1936, was one of the fi rst 
self-help books ever published and to date 
has sold over 15 million copies.
And in these days of social media it is not just 
a matter of how many friends and followers 
you have on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
Google+ or Instagram, but how much 
infl uence you exercise over those in your 
personal and professional networks. In fact, 
thanks to social media analytics, at websites 
like Klout.com you can actually fi nd out on a 
score from 1-100 how you rate as a network 
infl uencer. At the time of writing US President 
Barack Obama predictably had a Klout-Score 
of 99. But, then again, pop-singer Justin 
Bieber wasn’t far behind with 96, three ahead 
of Bill Gates!

So much for the rich and famous. But why 
is it so important for the rest of us to be 
infl uential? One reason is that in a tough 
economy, it’s the employees who become 
the go-to experts for their specialist area; 
who know how to adapt their persuasion 
style to win over others; who get spotted for 
their leadership potential and have the best 
career prospects. But, though being an adept 
infl uencer may mark you out for the top, you 
need to start ‘moving and shaking’ long before 
you reach the boardroom. What this means is 
that, as you climb the corporate ladder, you’ll 
have to infl uence not only downwards, but 
also upwards and sideways – each requiring a 
diff erent set of tactics.

Life skills: infl uence
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 • Infl uencing Upwards  Of course, except 
in the most individualistic cultures, where team 
members may strive to compete as much as 
collaborate (if all else fails, try fl attery on the most 
self-seeking!), persuading peers is a piece of cake 
compared with persuading the boss. But the ability 
to infl uence upwards is essential if you’re going 
to get that promotion. So how is it done? The fi rst 
thing is to put yourself in your boss’s shoes. If you 
were them, what would most interest you about the 
request or proposal you’re about to make? Which 
of their hot-buttons’ should you press? Is your boss 
very price-conscious or more customer-centric? If 
they always have one eye on what your competitors 
are doing (Cialdini’s ‘social proof’), then point out 
how your company may fall behind if your idea is 
rejected. If on the other hand, they require reliable 
data or supporting evidence (Cialdini’s ‘authority’), 
then have those fi gures ready! Finally, you could 
point out what the company stands to lose if 
your advice is not taken and that they need to act 
fast while the opportunity is still there (Cialdini ‘s 
‘scarcity’). 
Admittedly, persuading superiors is not always 
possible, especially in cultures where there exists 
what intercultural guru Geert Hofstede calls a high 
power-distance index (PDI) and bosses seldom 
consult their subordinates. But at whatever level 
you try to be infl uential, remember that eff ective 
persuasion is never about manipulation, but always 
about having the emotional intelligence to tailor 
your message to the person you wish to persuade.
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London Chamber of Commerce Certifi cate 
in Teaching English for Business in Europe. 
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Mark lives in Barcelona with his Spanish 
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construction workers who seem to have 
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you a big favour in return. Even more interestingly, 
if they have done a favour for you before, they are 
much more likely to do so again – this is Cialdini’s 
principle of consistency. So remind the people you 
ask for assistance of the last time they helped you out 
before you make your request. 
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career prospects. But, though being an adept 
infl uencer may mark you out for the top, you 
need to start ‘moving and shaking’ long before 
you reach the boardroom. What this means is 
that, as you climb the corporate ladder, you’ll 
have to infl uence not only downwards, but 
also upwards and sideways – each requiring a 
diff erent set of tactics.

Life skills: infl uence
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 • Infl uencing Upwards  Of course, except 
in the most individualistic cultures, where team 
members may strive to compete as much as 
collaborate (if all else fails, try fl attery on the most 
self-seeking!), persuading peers is a piece of cake 
compared with persuading the boss. But the ability 
to infl uence upwards is essential if you’re going 
to get that promotion. So how is it done? The fi rst 
thing is to put yourself in your boss’s shoes. If you 
were them, what would most interest you about the 
request or proposal you’re about to make? Which 
of their hot-buttons’ should you press? Is your boss 
very price-conscious or more customer-centric? If 
they always have one eye on what your competitors 
are doing (Cialdini’s ‘social proof’), then point out 
how your company may fall behind if your idea is 
rejected. If on the other hand, they require reliable 
data or supporting evidence (Cialdini’s ‘authority’), 
then have those fi gures ready! Finally, you could 
point out what the company stands to lose if 
your advice is not taken and that they need to act 
fast while the opportunity is still there (Cialdini ‘s 
‘scarcity’). 
Admittedly, persuading superiors is not always 
possible, especially in cultures where there exists 
what intercultural guru Geert Hofstede calls a high 
power-distance index (PDI) and bosses seldom 
consult their subordinates. But at whatever level 
you try to be infl uential, remember that eff ective 
persuasion is never about manipulation, but always 
about having the emotional intelligence to tailor 
your message to the person you wish to persuade.
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you a big favour in return. Even more interestingly, 
if they have done a favour for you before, they are 
much more likely to do so again – this is Cialdini’s 
principle of consistency. So remind the people you 
ask for assistance of the last time they helped you out 
before you make your request. 
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